
 As a Finalist, I agree to abide by all rules & regulations by the organizers of Miss & Mrs India Queen of Hearts.
 As a Finalist, I am liable to pay for the damage or loss to any designer’s dress or Jewelry during the Event.
 As a Finalist, I understand and agree that any misconduct, negative innuendos or misrepresentation of
themselves or other participants or any organization team member or staff, through any form, be it oral,
written and/or by any means of actions, before or after the pageant will be ground for disqualification or
withdrawal of Crown & Title without any questions. Under such a scenario a legal action could be taken
against the participant.
 As a Finalist, I will participate in a disciplined & diligent manner throughout the pageant days.
 The winners of MIQH Season 5 shall not participate in any other National Beauty Pageant until the next
Queen   is crowned.
 Top 8 Winners should be available from time to time for promotions, audition(online or offline) or any
pageant related work.
 The Finalist must promote the next season of MIQH through their respective titles with responsibilities. 
 As a Finalist, I will respect the decision of the Jury in the Grand Finale of MIQH Season 5 & will not question
their decision.
 The organizers are not bound to answer any finalist queries related to the results of the Final.
 As a Finalist, I will strictly adhere to the timings as per the schedule by the organizers.
 Incorrect information will result in disqualification, whether discovered prior, during or after participation.
 The Organizers are not responsible for any loss or physical injury that can occur to the applicant on account
of their participation in the pageant.
 As a Finalist, I shall not consume alcohol or any kind of drugs during the grooming session & the Grand Finale.
 Accommodation during the Sessions will be provided only for the Finalist.
 As a Finalist, I am liable to the damage caused by me to the hotel property.
The tendency of failed contestants to campaign against the organizers (Miss & Mrs India Queen of Hearts)
through social media or any other media of publicity will be subjected to legal actions.
I understand that all photos and videos taken during the pageant are the rights of Miss & Mrs India Queen of
Hearts and they may be used for marketing, promotional and advertising purposes which may include display
on Miss & Mrs India Queen of Hearts official website, all forms of social media, calendars, brochures, videos,
magazines etc.
The organizers are not responsible for non-completion / non-occurrence of the event. In the event of any
dispute, the organizer decisions are final and binding on the applicant. The organizers have all the right to
reschedule, postpone, and amend the show. In the event of any dispute, the organizers decisions are final and
binding on the applicant. The decisions of the Jury/Judges are final.
Miss & Mrs India Queen of Hearts is not responsible, if the sponsors do not fulfill the commitments of the
prizes promised by them.
During their reign, all Titleholders agree to be loyal to Miss & Mrs India Queen of Hearts and give their time
and energy to the pageant title only. That this is the Titleholders main pageant-related priority and that
Titleholder will not promote verbally, in writing, or on any social media any other pageant title(s) or pageant
system(s).
The title holder agrees that Miss & Mrs India Queen of Hearts will be informed of and approve all appearances.
Crowns and sashes remain the property of Miss and Mrs India Queen of Hearts. Any contestant that defaults
on her contract must return all prizes, crown and sash to the national office in the condition in which it was
received.
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MISS AND MRS INDIA QUEEN OF HEARTS
SEASON- 5
N.O.C

Name:______________________ Category:___________________

Sign of Finalist: ______________


